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Several classes of multihead and auxiliary s tack  a u t o m a t a  are  introduced and are 

used to characterize s o m e  t a p e  a n d  time complexity classes of Turing machines. 

INTRODUCTION 

In [1], a unified model of an automaton called a balloon automaton was introduced. 
A subset of the balloon automata was defined as a closed class if it obeys certain closure 
properties, and it was noted that a type of automaton seems to form a class if its 
definition involves only ways in which the infinite memory may be locally manipulated. 
It  was shown that most well-known devices can be described by certain closed classes 
of balloon automata. However, as was pointed out in that paper, tape and time com- 
plexity classes of Turing machines do not form closed classes. An interesting line of 
inquiry posed there was: Find some model which would describe as closed classes 
the tape and time complexity classes of Turing machines. 

The results of the present paper come in two parts. The first part is in some way 
related to the foregoing question. More specifically, we have attempted to characterize 
several tape and time complexity classes of Turing machines in terms of devices whose 
definitions involve only ways in which their infinite memory may be manipulated and 
no restrictions are imposed on the amount of memory that they use. The basic model 
for these devices is the multihead stack automaton, a generalization of the stack 
automaton introduced in [2]. The second part of the paper investigates the computa- 
tional power of stack automata which are equipped with Turing machine storage tapes. 

The paper is divided into three sections. Section 1 begins with an informal descrip- 
tion of the well-known (multitape) deterministic (respectively, nondeterministic) 
Turing machine [3]. The notion of an auxiliary deterministic pushdown automaton 
studied in [4] is then briefly defined. The rest of the section is devoted to introducing 
several new extensions to the model of a stack automaton introduced in [2]. A k-head 
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stack automaton (k-SA) is defined as a stack automaton with k input heads. The 
deterministic version of the device is called h-DSA. A k-SA (respectively, k-DSA) 
whose stack is nonerasing is called k-NESA (respectively, k-NEDSA). Of particular 
interest is a h-NESA (respectively, k-NEDSA) which has the property that once its 
stack head enters the interior of the stack, it can never write again. Such a device is 
called a h-head checking stack automaton (h-CSA) (respectively, k-CDSA). Finally, 
the notion of an auxiliary stack automaton (aux SA) (respectively, aux DSA, aux NESA, 
aux NEDSA, aux CSA, aux CDSA) is introduced. Intuitively, it is a 1-SA (respectively, 
1-DSA, 1-NESA, 1-NEDSA, 1-CSA, 1-CDSA) which is equipped with Turing 
machine storage tapes. Tape and time bounds for the auxiliary devices are defined 
as in Turing machines except that, in the case of tape bounds, the stack is not counted. 

In Section 2, we derive results concerning the computational power of the several 
classes of h-SA that we have introduced. In particular, we show that a set is accepted 
by a h-SA (respectively, k-DSA, k-NESA, k-NEDSA, k-CSA) if and only if it is 
accepted by a 2cn2k-time bounded deterministic Turing machine (respectively, 
2enkl~ bounded deterministic Turing machine, n~k-tape bounded nondeter- 
ministic Turing machine, n k log n-tape bounded deterministic Turing machine, 
nk-tape bounded nondeterministic Turing machine) for some constant c. This 
generalizes some of the well-known results for the ease when k = 1 (see Refs. [4, 7]). 

In Section 3, we investigate the computational power of auxiliary stack automata. 
We prove that for anyL(n) ~> log s n, a set is accepted by aL(n)-tape bounded aux DSA 
(respectively, L(n)-tape bounded aux NEDSA) if and only if it is aecepted by a 
2~~ bounded deterministic Turing machine (respectively, 2cL(~)-tape bounded 
deterministic Turing machine) for some constant c. Moreover, we show that aux SA 
and aux DSA have the same computational power and that aux NESA, aux NEDSA, 
and aux CSA are computationally equivalent. Finally, we show that a L(n)-tape 
bounded CDSA is equivalent to a L(n)-tape bounded deterministic Turing machine. 

1. THE MODELS 

In this section, we shall introduce the different devices that are considered in the 
paper. We then conclude the section with a summary of some well-known results 
needed in the sequel. We start by giving an informal description of a multitape deter- 
ministic Turing machine [3]. 

A k-tape deterministic Turing machine (or simply, k-DTM) U consists of a finite 
state control with a read-only input tape with end markers and h semi-infinite (to the 
right) read-write storage tapes. Each of the tapes has a head attached to the finite 
state control. The tapes are divided into cells. Each cell of a storage tape is capable 
of holding a symbol from a finite storage alphabet. The input tape contains a string 
of symbols from a finite input alphabet 2: and is of the form Cx~, with r and ~ the 
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distinguished end markers and x not containing r or $. At any point in time, U is 
in some state with each of the tape heads scanning a symbol on its tape. On a single 
move, depending on the state of the finite state control and the symbols scanned by 
the tape heads, the machine can: (1) change state, (2) print a new symbol on each of 
the cells scanned by the storage heads, and (3) move each of its tape heads, indepen- 
dently, one cell left or right or keep it stationary. The  finite state control is designed 
to prevent the input head from leaving the input tape and each of the storage heads 
from moving left of its initial position (thus, the storage tapes are semi-infinite to the 
right). T h e  machine is deterministic in the sense that there is only one possible next 
move at each step. 

Some states of the finite state control are designated as final states, and one state is 
distinguished as the initial state. An input word Cx~ in 27 .1 is said to be accepted by U 
if U, when started in its initial state with its input head on the left end marker of Cx~ 
and with all storage tapes blank, enters a final state after a finite number  of moves. 
The  set of all words accepted by U is denoted by T(U).  

The  multitape deterministic Tur ing machine can be extended to be nondeter- 
ministic. A k-tape nondeterministic Turing machine (written simply as k - T M )  has a finite 
number  of choices of next moves. Acceptance of a word is the same except that now 
we only require that there is some sequence of moves leading to a final state. 

The  next type of device that we shall consider is a k-tape auxiliary deterministic 
pushdown automaton (abbreviated, k-aux DPDA) introduced in [4]. A k-aux D P D A  is 
a k - D T M  with an extra tape called the pushdown tape which may be modified by adding 
symbols at the top or erasing symbols from the top. The  reader is referred to [4] for 
the formal definition of the device and for motivations for its introduction. 

The  model of a stack automaton was first introduced in [2]. Intuitively, a stack 
automaton consists of an input tape with end markers, a finite state control, and a stack. 
The  input head may be moved in either direction. The  stack is similar to the pushdown 
tape in a pushdown automaton except that now the stack head is capable of moving 
into the stack in a read-only mode. 

We shall introduce several extensions to the model just described. The  first general- 
ization is the multihead stack automaton. Intuitively, a multihead stack automaton 
is a stack automaton which may have more than one head on its input tape. T h e  formal 
definition follows. 

DE~INXTIO~. A k-head stack automaton (abbreviated, k-SA) is a 10-tuple 
S = ~k, K,  27, F, 3, 3 b , q0, Z0, b, F ) ,  where 

(1) k / >  1 is the number  of input heads. 

(2) K is a finite nonempty set of states. 

1 For any nonempty set V, V* denotes the set of all finite sequences of symbols in V including 
the empty sequence, denoted by A. An element of V* is called a word or string in V*. 
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(3) X is a finite nonempty set called the input alphabet. Z includes the left and 
right end markers r and ,~, respectively, which are assumed to be the first and last 
symbols of any input tape. 

(4) F is a finite nonempty set of nonblank stack symbols called the stack alphabet. 
r '  includes a distinguished symbol Z 0 (the initial stack symbol) which acts as a left end 
marker of the stack. The  symbol b stands for a blank. Initially, the stack head is on the 
leftmost blank to the right of Z 0 . 

(5) F_C K is a set of final states. 

(6) q0 in K is the initial state. 

(7) 3 is a mapping from K • (S) k • _p2 into the subsets o f K  • ({-1, 0, -1-1}) k X 
{--1 ,0 ,  +1}  satisfying the following conditions: For each (q,a a ..... a k , Z  ) in 
K • (2J) k • F, if (p, d 1 ..... dk, e) is in 3(q, (r 1,..., ek ,Z ) ,  then d i ~> 0 if ai = r 
di <~ 0 if ai = ~, and e > / 0  if Z --  Z 0. 

(8) ~b is a mapping from K X (Z') k • F in to  the subsets o f K  • ({-1, 0, +1}) k • 
({-- 1, 0, E} w (F --  {Zo})) satisfying the following conditions: For each (q, al .... , ak, Z) 
in K X (2:) k X /", if (p, d 1 ,..., dk, X) is in 3b(q, a~ .... , crk, Z), then d~ ~> 0 if a~ = r 
di ~ 0 if ai = ~, and X =7/= E if Z = Z 0 . (It is assumed that the symbols --  1, 0, and 
E are not in F). 

3 is the next move mapping for the case when the stack head is not scanning a blank. 
It  will always turn out that this blank is the leftmost blank (called the top of the stack). 
The interpretation of (p, d 1 ..... de, e) in 3(q, gl .... , ak, Z) is that if S is in state q 
with its i-th input head scanning ai (1 ~< i ~< k) and its stack head scanning Z, S may 
go to state p and move its i-th input head in direction di and its stack head in 
direction e, where --1,  0, and + 1  are interpreted as left move, no move, and 
right move, respectively. The  conditions on 8 prevent any input head from leaving 
either end of the input tape and the stack head from going off the left end of the 
stack. 

~ is the next move mapping for the case when the stack head is scanning the top 
of the stack (i.e., the leftmost blank). The interpretation of (p, d 1,..., dk, X) in 
3~(q, al ..... ak,  Z) is that if S is in state q with its i-th input head scanning ai(1 ~< i ~< k) 
and its stack head on the top of the stack with the nonblank symbol Z immediately 
to the left, then S may enter state p, move its i-th input head in direction di, and make 
the following actions of its stack head: 

(a) I f  X = 0, the stack head does not move. 

(b) If  X = --  1, the stack head moves one cell to the left. 

(c) If  X = E, the stack head moves one cell to the left and replaces the new 
symbol scanned by a blank. Thus,  the rightmost nonblank symbol is "erased" and 
becomes the new top of the stack. 

For  any set L, L ~ denotes the k-fold cartesian product  of L. 
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(d) I f  X is in (_P --  {Zo}), the stack head prints X over the blank and then moves 
right to the new top of the stack. 

The  conditions on 8 b prevent any input head from leaving either end of the input 
tape and the stack head from erasing the initial stack symbol Z 0 . 

Note that the stack will always contain a word in Z 0 ( F -  {Z0})* followed by an 
infinite sequence of blanks to the right. 

We need the following notation before we can describe acceptance of words by 
a k-SA. 

Notation. I f  S ---- (k, K, 27, F, 3, 3b, q0, Zo, b, F )  is a k-SA, we define a configura- 
tion of S with input w in r - -  {r ~})*~ to 3 be a combination of the state of the finite 
state control, the input tape, the nonblank portion of the stack, the positions of the 
k input heads, and the position of the stack head. The  configuration is denoted by 
(q, w, Y, j l  ,J2 .... , j e ,  i) where q is in K, w is the input tape, y is the nonblank portion 
of the stack, Jl ,-..,J~ are integers between 1 and t w ] giving* the positions of the k 
input heads from the left end of w (the first symbol of w being counted as position 1), 
and i is an integer between 1 and i Y I q- 1, indicating the position of the stack head on 
y. Thus,  if i = 1, then S's stack head is on the first symbol of y, and if i ---- I Y [ + 1, 
S's stack head is on the top of the stack. We define a relation between confingurations 
as follows. Write (q, w , y ,  j l  ..... j k ,  i) ~---(q', w , y ' , j l ' ,  .... jk', i ') if configuration 
(q, w, y,  j~ ..... jk , i) can become configuration (q', w, Y', j t ' ,  .... A ' ,  i') by a single move 
of S. We denote by ~-  the reflexive and transitive closure of ~--. 

DEFINITION. Let S = ( k , K , Z ' , / ' , 8 ,  S b , q o , Z o , b , F )  be a k-SA and w be in 
r - -  {r ~})*~. S accepts input w if (q0, w, Z0,1, . . . ,  1, 2) ~-  (q, w , y , j l  ..... j ~ ,  i), 
for some q inF ,  y in Zo(l" --  {Z0})* , and integers j t  .... , jk ,  i. The  set accepted by S, 
denoted by T(S) ,  is the set {w I w in r --  {r ~})*~, S accepts w}. 

Remark. Our definition of a k-SA when k =- 1 is similar to the one given in [3]. 
We now put some restrictions to the basic model of a k-SA to get some classes 

analogous to the restricted classes for the case when k = 1. 

DEFINITION. A k-SA S =- (k, K, L',/7, 3, 3 b , q0, Z0, b, F )  is called deterministic 
(k-DSA, for short)if  for each (q, at,..., ak, Z ) in  K • (2:) k •  ] 3(q, a t ..... as, Z)[ ~< 1 5 
and I 8b(q, at .... , ak, Z)I < 1. A k-SA (respectively, k-DSA) is called nonerasing 
written simply as k-NESA (respectively, k-NEDSA) if for each (q, a t .... , ae ,  Z) 
in K • (2:) k • F, (p, d 1 ,..., dk, X) in 3b(q, ax ,..., 3k, Z) implies X :7~ E. 

If x and y are words, xy denotes the concatenation of x and y. x ~ = A and x j = x "'" x 
(j times), j > 1. If X and Y are sets of words, X Y  dentoes the set {xy I x in X, y in Y}. If X is 
a singleton, {x}, we write x Y  instead of {x}Y. 

4 For any word w, [ w I denotes length of w, i.e., the number of symbols in w. 
5 For any setL, I L [ denotes the cardinality of L. 
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In [5], a checking automaton was defined essentially as a one-way 1-NESA which 
once the stack head enters its stack, it can never write again. Here, we are interested 
in the class of k-NESA which obeys the same stack restriction. Formally, we have 

DEFINITION. A k-NESA (respectively, k-NEDSA) S = (k, K, ,U, F, 3, 3~, qo, Zo, b ,F)  
is called checking or simply, k-CSA (respectively, k-CDSA) if the following condition 
is satisfied: 

For all w in r {r ~})*~, and configurations (q ,w,y ,  j l , . . . , j k , i  ) and 
(q', w, y ' ,  Jl',..., jk', i ') if (qo,W,Zo, 1,..., 1,2) ~- (q, w, y, jl,..., jk, i) ~- (q', w, y', j~',..., jk', i') 
a n d i ~ ] y l ,  t h e n y = y ' a n d i ' ~ i y ' ] .  

A device which is closely related to a multihead checking stack automaton is a 
two-tape finite-state automaton [6] which may have more than one head on its first 
tape. The  formal definition is as follows. 

DEFINITION. A k-head two-tape finite-~tate automaton (k-2FA, for short) is a 
9-tuple S = (k, K, 27,/', 3, qo, Z0, Y0, F},  where 

(1) k >/ 1 is the number of heads on the first tape. We shall refer to this tape 
as the input tape and the k heads as the input heads. 

(2) K, 27, F, and qo have the same significance as in a k-SA. 

(3) / '  is a finite nonempty set of second tape symbols. I" includes the left and 
right end markers Z o and Y0, respectively, which are assumed to be the first and last 
symbols of the second tape. For uniformity and convenience in our proofs later, 
we shall also refer to the second tape as the stack and its head as the stack head. 

(4) 3 is mapping from K • (27)k • P in to  the subsets of K • ({--1, 0, +1}) k • 
{--1, 0, + 1} satisfying the following conditions: 

For each (q, el ,..., ak, Z) in K • (Z) k X P, if (p, d 1 ..... dk, e) is in 3(q, a~ ,..., ak, Z), 
t h e n d  i > ~ O i f a i = r  i = ~ , e ~ > O i f Z = Z  o , a n d e ~ < 0 i f Z =  Y0. 

The  interpretation of 3 is similar to that when S was a k-SA. Initially, S is given 
a pair (w, y) in r - -  {r ~})*~ • Zo(F -- {Zo, Yo})*Yo. a configuration of S is given 
by (q, w, y, Jl ..... jT~, i), where q is in K, 1"1 ..... j~ are the positions of the k heads on 
the input w, and i is the position of the second tape head on the second tape y. The  
relations ~-- and ~-- between configurations are defined in the obvious way. S accepts 
a pair (w,y) in r162 ~})*~ • Z o ( F - - { Z 0 ,  Y0})*Y0 if (qo,w,Y,  1 .... ,1)  
(q, w, y, Jl .... , j~ ,  i) for some q inF, integers j l  ..... j~ and i such that 1 ~ j~ ,...,jk ~ ] w I 
and 1 ~< i ~< [ y I. The  set of all pairs accepted by S is denoted by T(S). We may think 
of S as accepting a relation over r -- {r ,~})*~ x Zo(F --  {Z0, Yo})*Yo. For any 
relation R, we denote by Domain(R), the set {x ] there is a y such that (x, y) is in R}. 

We shall show the connection of k-2FA's to k-CSA's in Section 2. 
Finally, we introduce the following types of devices, giving only their informal des- 

criptions, formalisms being ovbious. 
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DEFINITION. A k-tape auxiliary stack automaton or k-aux SA (respectively, k-tape 
auxiliary deterministic stack automaton or k-aux DSA) is a k -TM (respectively, k -DTM) 
with an extra tape manipulated just like a stack in a stack automaton. If, in a k-aux SA 
(respectively, k-aux DSA) the stack is nonerasing, we shall call it a k-tape auxiliary 
nonerasing stack automaton or k-aux NESA (respectively, k-tape auxiliary nonerasing 
deterministic stack automaton or k-aux NEDSA). If  in a k-aux NESA (respectively, 
k-anx NEDSA) the stack is checking, we shall call it a k-tape auxiliary checking stack 
automaton or k-anx CSA (respectively, k-tape auxiliary checking deterministic stack 
automaton or k-aux CDSA). 

Convention. If, in any of the devices that we have introduced, k is equal to 1 we 
shall drop the prefix "k-".  For example, D T M  will mean 1-DTM, T M  will mean 
1-TM, aux DPDA will mean l-aux DPDA, SA will mean 1-SA, etc. 

Two popular measures of complexity of computation of an accepting device are 
bounds on the amount of tape used and the number of moves made by the device when 
given an input word. The main purpose of this paper is to relate the computational 
power of the different extended models of a stack automaton that we have introduced 
to some tape and time complexity classes of deterministic and nondeterministic Turing 
machines. Thus, the following definitions are in order. 

DEFINITION. Let L(n) be a function from positive integers into positive integers. 
Let U be a k -TM (respectively, k-DTM, k-aux DPDA, k-aux SA, k-aux DSA, 
k-aux NESA, k-anx NEDSA, k-aux CSA, k-aux CDSA). U is said to be L(n)-tape 
bounded or of tape complexity L(n) if and only if for each input word w of length n, 
if U accepts w, there is a sequence of moves of U leading to the acceptance of w in 
which U uses no more than L(n) cells in any of its storage tapes (not counting the 
number of cells used in the pushdown tape in the case of a k-aux DPDA and the 
number of cells used in the stack in the cases of k-aux SA, k-aux DSA, k-aux NESA, 
k-aux NEDSA, k-aux CSA, and k-aux CDSA). 

DEFINITION. Let T(n) be a function from positive integers into positive integers 
and U be as in the preceding definition. U is said to be T(n)-time bounded or of time 
complexity T(n) if and only if for each input word w of length n, if U accepts w, there 
is a sequence of at most T(n) moves of U leading to the acceptance of w. 

Convention. In the sequel, L(n) and T(n) will denote functions on positive integers. 
To simplify the proofs of the results of the next sections, we mention the following 

result whose proof is straightforward (see, for example, [3]). 

THEOREM 1.1. Let k >/2 and U be a L(n)-tape bounded k - D T M  (respectively, 
k-aux DPDA, k-aux DSA, k-aux NEDSA, k-aux CDSA, k-TM, k-aux SA, k-aux 
NESA, k-aux CSA). Then there exists a L(n)-tape bounded D T M  (respectively, aux 
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DPDA, aux DSA, aux NEDSA,  aux CDSA, TM,  aux SA, aux NESA, aux CSA) 
U' such that T(U') = T(U). 

Thus,  a device with a single storage tape is no less powerful than a device with 
multiple storage tapes as far as tape complexity classes are concerned. 

We close this section with a theorem summarizing well-known results which are 
needed in the sequel. 

THEOREM 1.2. (a) A set is accepted by a SA (respectively, DSA) zf and only if  it 
is accepted by a n~-tape bounded aux D P D A  (respectively, n log n-tape bounded aux 
DPDA) [41. 

(b) A set is accepted by a NESA (respectively, NEDSA) if  and only i f  it is 
accepted by a n2-tape bounded T M  (respectively, n log n-tape bounded D T M )  [7]. 

(c) A set accepted by a n log n-tape bounded T M  is accepted by a DSA [3]. 

(d) A set is accepted by a n-tape bounded T M / f  and only if  it is the domain of 
some relation accepted by a 2FA [6]. 

(e) Let L(n) >~ log 2 n. A set is accepted by a L(n)-tape bounded aux D P D A  if  and 
only if  it is accepted by a D T M  of time complexity 2 cLI') for some constant c [4]. 

(f) Let L(n) ~ log s n. / t  set accepted by a L(n)-tape bounded T M  is accepted by 
a (L(n))Z-tape bounded D T M  [8]. 

2. MULTIHEAD STACK AUTOMATA 

In this section, we shall characterize the computational power of the different types 
of multihead stack automata that we have introduced in terms of TM's ,  DTM's ,  and 
aux DPDA's .  The main result of the section is the following: A set is accepted by 
a machine S in row I(1 ~ I ~< 5) of the first column of Table I if and only if it is 
accepted by a machine U in row I of the second column. Several interesting corollaries 
then arise. For example, a set is accepted by a k-SA (respectively, k-DSA) if and only 

TABLE I 

Machine S Machine U 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

k-SA 
k-DSA 
k-NESA 
k-NEDSA 
k-CSA 

n2~-tape bounded aux DPDA 
n ~ log n-tape bounded aux DPDA 
n2~-tape bounded TM 
n k log n-tape bounded DTM 
nk-tape bounded TM 
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if its is accepted by 2cn2k-time bounded D T M  (respectively, 2cn*l~ bounded 
D T M )  for some constant c. Our method of proving the main result is not a generaliza- 
tion of the techniques used for the case when k is equal to 1. If, in fact, we do this, 
we will find it necessary to provide separate and complicated arguments for each of 
the different classes of k-SA that we are considering. We present here techniques 
which will take care of all the classes of k-SA at once. These techniques have the merits 
of being simple and applicable to other types of automata. In particular, we shall use 
the same techniques in Section 3 to characterize the computational power of auxiliary 
stack automata. 

We begin by first showing the connection between a k-CSA and a k-2FA. 

THEOREM 2.1. A set is accepted by a k-CSA i f  and only i f  it is the domain of some 
relation accepted by a k-2FA. 

Proof. Let S = (k, K, 27, F, 3, 3b, q0, Z0,  b, F )  be a k-CSA. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that S halts (i.e., S has no next move) when it enters a final 
state. Thus,  the stack contents for every input accepted by S is finite. We construct 
a k-2FA S '  which checks that the only symbols appearing on its second tape are those 
that were written by S. When S first enters the stack, S '  checks that the next symbol 
on its second tape is the right end marker. From this point on, S '  simulates the actions 
of S, going into a final state if and only if S goes to a final state. We now define S '  
formally. For each q in K, Z in F, and i in {0, 1}, let (q, i) and (q, Z) be abstract 
symbols. Let  K '  = K w  {(q,i) [ q in K, i = 0, 1} kJ {(q, Z) [ q in K, Z in / '} and 
F '  = F u {(q, i) I q in F, i = 0, 1} u {(q, Z) I q in F, Z in _P}. Let  I7o be a symbol not 
i n / ' .  Let  S'  = (k,  K ' ,  X, I" U {Yo}, 3', (q0,0),  Z o , Yo , F ' )  be a k-2FA, where 3' is 
defined as follows: Let  q, p be in K, Z, Z" i n / ' ,  and (a I ..... ak) in (Z) k. 

(1) I f  (p, d 1 ,..., dk, 0) is in 3b(q, a 1 , . . . ,  lYk, Z), then let ((p, 0), d 1 ,..., dk, 0) 
be in 3'((q, 0), 0" 1 , . . . ,  O 'k ,  Z ) .  

(2) I f (p ,  d 1 ,..., dk,  Z ' )  is in 3b(q, a 1 ..... an,  Z), then let ((p, Z') ,  d 1 ..... dk, q- l )  
be in 3'((q, 0), a 1 ..... an,  Z) and let ((p, 0), 0 ..... 0) be in 3'((p, Z'),  g 1 .... , an, Z'). 

(3) I f ( p ,  d 1 ..... dk, - -1)  is in 3~(q, (r 1 ,..., ak ,  Z), then let ((p, 1), d 1 ,..., dk, + 1 )  
be in 3'((q, 0), a I ..... an,  Z)  and let (p, 0 ..... 0, - -1)  be in 3'((p, 1), g 1 .... , a~,  Yo). 

(4) I f  (p, d 1 .... , d~, e) is in 3(q, a 1 .... , an,  Z) with e in { - -1 ,0 ,  -k-l), then let 
(p, d 1 ,..., dk, e) be in 3'(q, o- 1 , . . . ,  O'/~, Z). 

I t  is easily verified that Domain(T(S ' ) )  = T(S).  
Now let S = @, K,  27, F, 3, qo, Zo,  Yo, F )  be a k-2FA. A k-CSA S '  accepting 

Domain(T(S))  can be constructed to operate as follows: Given an input w in 
r - -  {r ~})*~, S '  nondeterministically writes to the right of Z 0 on its stack a word 
in (1" - -  {Zo, Yo))*Yo.  At the end of the process, S '  will have on its stack a word 
y in Z o ( F -  {Zo, Yo})*Yo with its stack head on the top of the stack. S '  then moves 
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its stack head left to Z 0 and starts simulating the actions of S on the pair (w, y). S '  
accepts the input if and only if S goes to a final state during the simulation. It  is clear 
that S '  operating as described is a k-CSA and that T(S ' )  ~ Domain(T(S)). We omit 
the formal construction of S' .  

The  following result follows from the above result and Theorem 1.2 (d). 

COROLLARY 2.1. A set is accepted by a CSA if and only if  it is accepted by a n-tape 
bounded TM.  

We now proceed to show the first half of our characterization result. For con- 
venience, we shall refer to Table I I  in the expositions of Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2. 

TABLE II 

U U' S S'  

1. n2k-tape bounded aux DPDA 
2. n k log n-tape bounded aux DPDA 
3. n2k-tape bounded TM 
4. n k log n-tape bounded DTM 
5. nk-tape bounded TM 
6. n k log n-tape bounded TM 

n~-tape bounded aux DPDA SA k-SA 
nlogn-tape bounded aux DPDA DSA k-DSA 
n2-tape bounded TM NESA k-NESA 
n log n-tape bounded DTM NEDSA k-NEDSA 
n-tape bounded TM CSA k-CSA 
n log n-tape bounded TM DSA k-DSA 

LEMMA 2.1. Let k ~ 2 and U be a machine in row I(1 ~< I ~< 6) of the first 
column of Table II. Let Z be the input alphabet of U and ~ and $ be new symbols not 
in X. Then there exists a machine U' in row I of the second column such that 
T(Ut) : {{~(r ICx$tk-1 $1 CX~ in T(U)}. G 

Proof. By Theorem 1.1, it suffices to construct U'  having three storage tapes. 
We describe briefly the operation of U'. The  formal construction is left to 
the reader. The  input alphabet of U'  is 27 u {r ~), where r and ~ are new symbols not 
in 27 which will serve as end markers of inputs to U'. Given an input Cy~ to U', 
y in 27", U' carries out the following steps: 

(1) U',  using only its first storage tape, checks that the input Cy~ is of the form 
r162 $ for some r in r -- {r $})*~ and j >~ 1. This step is easily done by U' 
deterministically using no more than I r I cells in the first storage tape. I f  successful, 
U'  goes to the next step; otherwise, U'  halts in a nonfinal state. 

(2) U', using only its second storage tape, checks that j = ] Cx~ [k-1. Again, 
U'  can carry out this step deterministically using no more than ] ~y~ [ cells in the 
second storage tape. If  successful, U' goes to the next step; otherwise, U' halts in 
a nonfinal state. 

6 For any j > 1, (r j is the word r concatenated j times. The pair of parentheses is only 
used to avoid ambiguity. 
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(3) U' simulates U on the first Cx~ block of the input r162 tCx$1k-~ ~ using its 
third storage tape to correspond to the storage tape of U, and accepting the input if 
and only if U goes to a final state during the simulation. 

Clearly, T(U') = {r162 Ir ~ [ Cx$ in T(U)} and U' has the desired tape bound. 
We now use the preceding lemma to prove the first important result of this section. 

THEOREM 2.2. Let k >~ 1 and U be a machine in row I(1 ~ I ~ 6) of the first column 
of Table H. Then T(U) = T(S') for some machine S' in row I of the fourth column. 

Proof. By Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 2.1, we need only take care of the case when 
k ~ 2. Given a machine U in row I(1 ~ I ~< 6) of the first column of Table II, there 
is a machine U' in row I of the second column such that T(U') = {r162 k-1 ~ [ Cx$ 
in T(U)} by Lemma 2.1. Then by Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 2.1, T(U') = T(S) for 
some machine S in row I of the third column. The desired S' will be constructed from 
S. Informally, S' will operate as follows: Given r162 in r -- {r ~})*$~, the first input 
head of S' and its stack head will simulate the actions of the input head and the stack 
head of S when S is operating on r162 Ir ~. In order for S' to completely 
simulate the actions of S on ~(r163 Ir ~, S' must keep track of which block of 
the ] Cx~ [k-1 blocks of r163 the input head of S is on at any point in time. To do this, 
S' uses its last (h -- 1) input heads to act as a counter which would indicate at any 
point in time, the block in which the input head of S is on. Clearly, (k -- 1) heads can 
indicate a count of from 1 to [ r ]k-~. Note that to simulate the transition of the input 
head of S from a given block to the next "higher" (respectively, "lower") block, S' need 
only move its first input head to the left end marker r (respectively, right end marker $~) 
and increments (respectively, decrements) the counter by 1. We now define S' 
formally. Let S =: (1, K, (27 u {~, ~}), F, ~, 3b, q0, Z0, b, F ) .  For each q in K, 
i = 1, 2 ..... k, let (q, ~), (q, ~), (q, 1, i), (q, 2, i) be abstract symbols. Let K '  = K u {(q, (), 
(q, $) [ q in K} u {(q, 1, i), (q, 2, i) [ q in K, i = 1, 2,..., k} and F '  = F u {(q, r 
(q, ~) I q inF} U {(q, 1, i), (q, 2, i) ] q inF, i = 1, 2 ..... k}. Let S' = (k, K' ,  27, F, 3', 3b' , 
(qo, r Z0, b, F ' ) ,  where 3' is defined as follows: Let (q, a, Z) be in K • 27 • / ' . 

(1) Simulation of S when the input head of S is scanning ~ and the next move 
of S requires its input head to remain stationary on ~. If  (p, 0, e) is in 3(q, ~, Z), then 
let ((p, (), 0,..., 0, e) be in 3'((q, r r ..... r Z). 

(2) Simulation of S when the input head of S is scanning ( and the next move 
of S requires its input head to move right on ~. (Note that a left move on ~ cannot occur 
by our restriction on 3. See Section 1). 

If  (p, +1 ,  e) is in 3(q, ~, Z), then let (p, 0,..., 0, e) be in 3'((q, (), r ..... r Z). 

(3) Simulation of S when the input head of S is scanning ~ and the next move 
of S requires its input head to remain stationary on ~. 

I f  (p, 0, e) is in 8(q, ~, Z), then let ((p, ~), 0,..., 0, e) be in 3'((q, ~), $~,..., ~, Z). 
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(4) Simulation of S when the input head of S is scanning ~ and the next move 
of S requires its input head to move left on ~. (Note that a right move on ~ cannot 
occur by our restriction on & See Section 1). 

If  (p, --  1, e) is in 3(q, ~, Z), then let (p, 0,..., 0, e) be in 3'((q, ~), ~,..., ~, Z). 

(5) Simulation of S when the input head of S is scanning a symbol on an input 
block r  and its next move requires its input head to remain on the same block. 

If  (p, d, e) is in 3(q, a, Z) and either a :fi: r and a :/: ~, a = r and d >~ O, or a = $~ 
and d ~< O, then let (p, d, 0 ..... O, e) be in 8'(q, a, az ..... a~, Z) for all a 2 ,..., a k in Z'. 

(6) Simulation of S when the input head of S is scanning ~ and the next move 
of S requires its input head to move right on ~. 

If  (p, + 1, e) is in 3(q, $~, Z), then 

(a) ((p, ~), 0 ..... O, e) is in 3'(q, $~,..., $~, Z). 

(b) for 1 < i ~< k, el in (2 - {~}), ai+l ,..., ak in Z', let 

i - - 1  

((p, 1, i), 0,..., O, +1 ,  0,..., O, e) 

be in 8'(q, ~,..., ~, a i , . . . ,  a k , Z ) .  

(c) for 1 < i ~ k, a' in (Z --  {r a, ,..., ak in Z, Z '  in F, let 

i - - 1  

((p, 1, i), --1,..., --1, 0 ..... 0) 

be in 3'((p, 1, i), a', a',..., # ,  a i ,  ai+l ,..., ak, Z'). 

(d) for 1 < i ~ k ,  ai .... ,a~ in X , Z '  in F, let (p, 0 ..... 0) be in 3'((p, l, i), 
r  r (~i , ' " ,  (7k ' Z t ) .  

(7) Simulation of S when the input head of S is scanning r and the next move 
of S requires its input head to move left on r 

If (p, --  1, e) is in 8(q, r Z), then 

(a) ((p, r 0,..., 0,. e) is in 3'(q, r r Z). 

(b) for 1 < i ~ k, a~ in (Z --  {r a~+, ,..., ak in 2:, let 

i-i 
((p, 2, i), 0,..., 0, --1, 0,..., 0, e) 

be inS'(q,r  . . . . .  r a l  . . . .  , a k  , Z ) .  

(c) for 1 < i ~ k, a' in (27 --  {$}), a~ ,..., a k in Z, Z '  in F, let 

i - - 1  

((p, 2, i), +1, . . . ,  + 1 ,  o,..., o) 
t v t ! be in 8 ((p, 2, i), a ,  a ..... a ,  a~ ..... uk, Z'). 

(d) for 1 < i ~ k, a~ ,..., a k in 2:, Z'  in F, let (p, 0,..., 0) be in 3'((p, 2, i), 
..... ~, ~i ,---, ~k, Z'). 

571/5/2-2 
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8(  is defined by replacing the occurences of 8 by 8b, 8' by 8(  and e by X 
(in {--1, 0, E} U (F  --  {Zo))) in rules (1)-(7). 

It is a straightforward matter to verify that T(S ' )  = {r CxS in r - -  {r ~})*$~, 
r162 Ir r in T(S)} = T(U).  

We shall prove the converse of Theorem 2.2 (for 1 ~ I ~ 5), thus showing the 
equivalences in Table I. First, we introduce the following notation: 

Notation. Let X be a finite nonempty set which includes the distinguished symbols 
r and ~. Let  k ~> 2 and ~k be the set of abstract symbols {(.I"1 ..... Jk-1, a) l a in X, 
ji  in {0, 1} for 1 ~ i ~ k - -  1). If  a is in Z, ~ will denote any element in the set 
((Jl ,---,jk-1, ~ ) [ j ,  in {0, 1} for 1 ~< i ~ k - -  1}. Let  hk be the homomorphism from 
~k* into 2:* defined by hk((jl , . . . , jk-1, a)) --= a for each (Jl .... , jk-1,  a) in ~k .  Let  
gk be the homomorphism of 2~k* into the (k - -  1) tuples of natural numbers defined 
by gk(A) = (0,..., 0), gk((jl ,...,jk-~ , a)) = (Jl ,...,Jk-1) for each (j~ ,--.,J~-I, a) in 
~'k, and gk(xy) = gk(x) + gk(Y) for x, y in s 

Let  Cx~ be in r - -  {r ~})*~, ] Cx~ ] = n. Let Jl ,...,jk-1 be integers between 1 
and n. R(r Jl ,..., jk-1) will denote the word a in ~ *  with the following properties: 

(1) a ~ - 8  l ' ' '  Sn for some 81 .... , 6 n i n 2 ~  k. 

(2) hk(a ) = r 

(3) gk(a) = (1 ..... 1). 

(4) hk(Sj,) contains a 1 in the i-th coordinate, 1 ~< i ~< k --  1. 

There  are m = n e-1 distinct words of ~k* of length n in the set 

{R(r Jl .... , Jk-x) I 1 ~ Jl .... ,jk-1 ~ n}. 

Let ~1 ,..-, a,n be the words in the set, ordered lexicographically. We denote by 
Ck(r the word al "'" era- Note that I C k ( C x ~ ) l  = n ~ = I Cx~ I ~. 

EXAMPLE. I fk  ~- 4, r = r j l  = 1,j~ = 1,j3 = 4, then R(r 1, 1, 4) = 
(1, 1, 0, r 0, 0, a)(0, 0, 0, b)(0, 0, 1, c)(0, 0, 0, d)(0, 0, 0, e)(0, 0, 0, ~). 

The  significance of the above notation is the following: Let  k / >  2 and S be a k-head 
automaton (of any type) and CxS be an input to S. Then  any possible configuration of 
the first (k - -  1) input heads of S on Cx~ which S can enter in the course of processing 
Cx~ can be represented by a word in ~k* as follows: If  the first k - -  1 input heads are 
on positions j l  ..... jk-1 of the input Cx~, then this configuration is represented by 
the word R(gxS, j l  , . . - , j , - i)  in z~k*. 

DEFINITION. A word y in ~'~* is well-formed if and only if the following conditions 
are met: 
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(1) There  exists some m >~1 such that y = r "'" g m Y ~  with 
hk(~) = r hk(~) = X, and hk(y~) in (27 --  {r ~})* for 1 ~ i ~< m. 

(2) g k ( r  .... ,1) f o r l  ~<i~<m.  

(3) There exists 1 ~ i ~ m such that gk(r = (1,..., 1). 

Note that Ck(Cx~) is well formed. 
For ease in stating and discussing the next four results, we introduce the following 

table: 

TABLE III 

S S'  U U' 

1. k-SA SA 
2. k-DSA DSA 
3. k-NESA NESA 
4. k-NEDSA NEDSA 
5. k-CSA CSA 

n~-tape bounded aux DPDA 
n log n-tape bounded aux DPDA 
n2-tape bounded TM 
n log n-tape bounded DTM 
n-tape bounded TM 

n~k-tape bounded aux DPDA 
n k log n-tape bounded aux DPDA 
n2~-tape bounded TM 
n k log n-tape bounded DTM 
nk-tape bounded TM 

The  following lemma is the key result to proving the main theorem. 

LEMMA 2.2. Let k >~ 2 and S = (k, K, Z, F, 8, ~b , qo , Zo , b, F )  be a machine in 
row I(1 ~< I ~ 4) of the first column of Table III. Then there exists a machine S' in row I 
of the second column whose input alphabet is Zk k) {~, ~) (~ and B are new symbols not 
in ~k which serve as end markers of inputs to S') with the following property: For each r 
in r -- {r $~})*~, r162162 is in T(S') if and only if r is in T(S). 

Proof. Let S '  (1, K' ,  2)k w {r 8}, F ' ,  ~', ~b', qo', Zo', F ' ) ,  where F '  = 
F u X t3 ~k w {Z0', *, A}, and we assume that X, -Pk, and F are pairwise disjoint and 
Z0', *, and A are new symbols not in F kJ X t3 2)~. We shall describe the operation of 
S '  informally. It  will be seen from our discussion that K '  is finite and the ~' and ~b' 
can be defined formally. We describe the operation of S '  on an input ~y~ in (~'~*~. 
I f y  is in fact c~k(r ) for some r163 in r --  {r ~})*~, then S '  would accept ~y~ if 
and only if r163 is in T(S). 

Phase 1 [Check whethery  is well formed]. S' can easily do this phase deterministi- 
cally using the finite control and without using the stack. If  successful, S' goes to 
Phase 2; otherwise S '  halts in a nonfinal state. 

Phase 2 [Check whether there exists an x in (Z - -  (r S})* such that hk(y) = (r m 
for some m ~> 1. Since y is well-formed, it can be written as ?lYl~l~eY2~2"'" g~Y~,~ 
for some m >~ 1. We shall often refer to a r as an input block and use the symbol A 
to denote an input block. I f  we are interested in the i-th block, we write Ai]. S' first 
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copies he(A1) on the stack to the right of Z0'. Let hk(A1) = r Then it compares for 
each 1 ( i ~< m, the contents of the stack (which is Cx~) with hk(Ai). It is clear that S'  
can do this phase deterministically without having to erase on the stack. If successful, 
S' goes to the next phase; otherwise, S' halts in a nonfinal state. 

Phase 3 [Initialization of the stack]. S' writes on the stack the symbol * followed 
by n ( =  ]r 1) copies of y Z  o . This is easily done by S' deterministically. Thus, at 
the end of this phase, the stack will contain Zo'r , where the 
number of Zo's to the right of * is n. S'  then goes to Phase 4. 

Notation. It will be seen later that the stack contents at any time is of the form 

B~ B,. B a 

Z o , r  .~1 A ,bl yZ2 ... yZ~ ,a~ A .b.~ yZ3yZ3 ... yZ3 .a, A .b, 
Bz 

. . . .~-1 "yZ~yZz "'" yZ,bb "", 

where l >~ 1, Z 1 = Zo, the number of Zi's in B i = yZi "'" yZi is equal to n (=  [ r163 
and aj ,  b~ are positive integers. A string of as*'s followed by the symbol A and then 
followed by a string of b~*'s arises during the writing operation as we shall see later. 
The Bi's will be called stack blocks. An arbitrary stack block will be denoted by B. 

Phase 4 [Representation of the initial configuration of S]. This phase has three 
steps. It prepares S' for the simulation of S on input Cx~. 

Step 1. S' positions its input head on the first symbol of the first input block 
A~ -- ~iYi~i for which gk(~i) = (1 .... , 1). This represents the fact that the first k -- 1 
input heads of S are on the first symbol of the input Cx~. 

Step 2. S' moves its stack head to the first (counting from the left) Z~ in the stack 
block B 1 . Note that since Zx = Z 0 , the stack head of S' is on the initial stack symbol, 
Zo, of S. The stack head being on the first Z~ of block B1 indicates that the k-th input 
head of S is scanning the first symbol of input Cx~. 

Step 3. [The sequence of states that S goes through during the computation is 
recorded in the finite control of S'. In addition, the finite control of S' must remember 
whether or not S should be scanning a blank. If S should be scanning a blank in some 
state q, S' records the tuple (q, 0) in its finite control; otherwise, S' records the tuple 
(q, 1)]. S' records the tuple (qo, 0) indicating the fact that S is in its initial state and 
that the symbol that S should be scanning is a blank. S' then goes to Phase 5. 

Phase 5 [Simulation of S]. To simplify our discussion, we introduce the following 
notation: If B is one of the stack blocks of the form yZyZ ... y Z  and the stack head 
is on B scanning one of the Z's, Stack(B, Z) will denote the number of Z's from 
the left end of B up to and including the one being scanned by the stack head. Thus, 
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if the stack head is on the first Z of B, Stack(B, Z) = 1. I f  A is one of the input blocks 
of the form r <~ i <~ m), and the input head is on A scanning one of the symbols 
of A, then Input(A) will denote the number of symbols from the left end of A up to 
and including the symbol being scanned by the input head. Finally, if the input head 
is on an input block A, Block((y$, A) will denote the number of input blocks from 
the left end of (y~ up to and including the block A on which the input head is on. 
Thus, if A = A1, then Block(~y~, A) = 1. 

Before we describe the simulation process, we mention two tasks which S'  will 
frequently do during the simulation of S. 

Task 1. I f  the input head is on block A and the stack head is on block B, scanning 
one of the Z's with Stack(B, Z) = r, then S'  can alter the positions of the input and 
stack heads so that at the end of the process, Input(A) = r and the stack head is on 
the first symbol of B. 

To  perform the above task, S '  moves its input head to the symbol directly to the left 
of A. Then S'  moves its input head one cell right for each Z encountered by the stack 
head while moving left on B (including the initial Z scanned by the stack head) until 
the stack head encounters an , .  Then the stack head is moved one cell right to get it 
back to the first symbol of block B. 

Task 2. I f  the input head is on block A with Input(A) = r and the stack head is 
on block B, then S'  can alter the positions of the input and stack heads so that at the 
end of the process, Stack(B, Z) = r and the input head is on the first symbol of A. 

To do the above task, S '  first moves its stack head left until it encounters an . .  
Then S'  moves its stack head right to the next Z for every symbol encountered by 
the input head while moving left on A (including the symbol initially scanned by the 
input head) until the input head steps off the left end of A. S' then moves the input 
head one cell right to get it back to the first symbol of block A. 

We now describe the simulation process. We may assume that S' has just simulated 
a move of S and has recorded in its finite state control the state of S in the form of 
a tuple (q,j),j in {0, 1}. We may also assume that the stack head is on some stack block, 
say, B scanning the r-th Z of that block (thus, Stack(B, Z) = r). This represents 
the fact that the k-th head of S is on the r-th symbol of Cx~. The finite control of S '  
records the Z. Assume further that the input head of S '  is on the first symbol of some 
input block, say, A (A represents the configuration of the first (k - -  1) heads of S). 
The following steps are taken. 

Step 1. S' examines the tuple (q, j). I f  q is a final state of S, then S' halts in a final 
state. Otherwise, Step 2 is executed. 

Step 2. S' determines the r-th symbol of Cx~ which is supposed to be the symbol 
scanned by thek-th head orS. This is done by performing Task 1. At the end of Task 1, 
the input head of S '  is on the r-th symbol of A. Let this symbol be Ok and 
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let hk(Ok) = ak - The  finite state control records ak �9 S '  then performs Task 2, so that 
at the end of the process, the input head is on the first symbol of A and the stack head 
is on block B with Stack(B, Z) = r. 

Step 3. S'  determines the symbols that are supposed to be scanned by the first 
(k - -  1) heads of S. This  is easily done by S '  by having its input head go through 
block A and applying the homomorphisms he and gk to each symbol of block A and 
picking up the appropriate symbols a x ,..., ak-1 that the first (k - -  1) input heads of S 
should be scanning. T h e  finite control records these symbols and the input head is 
positioned back to the first symbol of A. Note that to perform Step 3, the stack head 
is never moved. 

Step 4. S '  examines in its finite control the previous state of S which it has 
recorded in the form of (q, j) .  We consider two cases. 

Case 1. j = 0 [This means that stack head of S is supposed to be scanning a blank]. 
S '  determines the next move of S when S is in state q, its k input heads scanning 
gl ,..., g~, respectively, and its stack head is scanning a blank with Z directly to its left. 
Thus,  suppose (p, d 1 ,..., dk, X)  is in 3b(q, (rl ..... a~,  Z). S '  records in its finite control 
the following information: p, d~ ,..., dR, and X. I f p  is a final state of S, then S '  halts 
in a final state. Otherwise, S '  performs the following actions depending on the case: 

(a) I f  X ~-- --1 or 0, then S '  records in its finite control the next state of S in 
the form (p, 1) or (p, 0), respectively. Then  S '  executes Step 5. 

(b) I f  X -~ E, then S '  records in its finite control the next state of S in the form 
(p, 0). Then  S '  performs Task 1. Thus,  at the end of Task 1, Input(A) = r and 
Stack(B, Z)  = 1. Let  B '  = y Z ' y Z  . . . .  yZ '  be the stack block directly to the left of B. 
(Note that B '  always exists since block B 1 = yZoyZ o "" y Z  o is never erased.). S '  
without moving its input head, erases all symbols to the right of B '  (thus erasing 
block B) and positions its stack head on the first symbol of B'.  Then  S '  performs 
Task 2 so that at the end of Task 2, Stack(B', Z ' )  = r. S '  then executes Step 5. 

(c) I f  X = Z' ,  then S '  records in its finite control the state of S in the form 
(p,  0). Then  S '  performs Task 1 so that at the end of Task 1, Input(A) ---- r. Using 
the input head, S '  writes , r  A on the stack to the right of block B and then positions 
the input head on the first symbol of A. Suppose Block(gy~, A) is equal to s. With  
the aid of the input head S '  now writes ,"  to the right of A. Then  S '  writes the new 
block B'  = yZ 'yZ '  "" yZ '  on the stack to the right of the last * (the number  of Z '  in B '  
is equal to n = [ Cx~ [). The  writing of B '  is easily done by S '  deterministically using 
the input head. Having written B',  S '  now uses the s*'s to the right of A to locate 
block A and positions the input head on the symbol directly to the left of this block. 
Then  S '  uses the r , ' s  to the left of A to move the input head r cells to the right. 
Finally, S '  moves its stack head to the first symbol of the new block B'  and performs 
Task 2, thus, making Stack(B', Z ' )  = r. S '  then executes Step 5. 
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Case 2. j---- 1 [This means that the stack head of S is not supposed to be scanning 
a blank]. S '  determines the next move of S when S is in state q, its k input heads 
scanning a 1 ,..., ak,  respectively, and its stack head is scanning Z. Suppose 
(p, d 1 ,..., d~, e) is in 8(q, al ..... a s ,  Z). S '  records in its finite control the following 
information: p, d 1 ..... dk, and e. I f p  is a final state of S, then S '  halts in a final state. 
Otherwise, S '  performs the following actions depending on the case: 

(a) I f  e = 0, then S' records in its finite control the next state of S in the form 
(p, 1). Then S '  executes Step 5. 

(b) If  e = --1 (respectively, +1) ,  S '  records in its finite control the next state 
of S in the form (p, 1). Then S' performs Task 1. Thus at the end of Task 1, Input  
(A) = r and Stack(B, Z) = 1. Let B'  = yZ'yZ' ""yZ' be the stack block directly to 
the left (respectively, to the right) of B. S', without moving its input head moves its 
stack head to the first symbol of B'. (Note that there is always a block to the left of B 
since the stack head of S can never move left off Z 0 . On the other hand, it is possible 
that there is no block to the right of B, i.e., B is the top stack block. In  this case, S '  just 
moves its stack head back to the first symbol of B and changes the state (p, 1) it has 
recorded in its finite control to the form (p, 0).). Then  S '  performs Task 2 and executes 
Step 5. 

Step 5. In this step, S '  carries out the moves d 1 .... , d k of the k input heads of S. 
I t  is always the case that when this step is entered, the input head of S '  is on input 
block A (representing the old configuration of the first (k - -  1) input heads of S on 
Cx~) and the stack head is on some stack block, say, B ---- yZ ... yZ scanning one of 
the Z ' s  (B is the block after the actions of the stack head of S has been simulated with 
Stack(B, Z) representing the old position of  the k-th input head of S on r S' 
performs the following actions: 

S '  moves its stack head left to the next Z if dk = --1,  right to the next Z if 
dk = + 1, and does not move if dk = 0. 

S '  then moves its stack head left and finds the leftmost symbol o f y  (y  being directly 
to the left of the Z chosen). Note that y = A1A 2 "" Am. With the aid of the input head 
on input block A, the stack head of S '  searches for the first Ai which would represent 
the configuration of the first (h --  1) heads of S when the configuration represented 
by A is modified by the moves d 1 ,..., dk-1 �9 (Note that this process can be done deter- 
ministically.) I f  no such 3 i exists, then S '  halts in a nonfinal state. I f  Ai is found 
(A i always exists i f y  is equal to c~(r S' then moves its input head to the leftmost 
symbol of the input (y~ = (A 1 "" Am~. With the aid of the stack head which is on 
Ai,  the input head searches for the first A t in (-//1 "'" A , ,~  equalling Ai on the stack. 
Again, this can be done deterministically. When A t is found, S '  positions its input 
head on the first symbol of A t and then moves its stack head right to the first Z it 
encounters. Phase 5 is then repeated. 

I t  is clear that S '  satisfies the property stated in the lemma. 
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We now show that Lemma  2.2 holds for the case of k-CSA (i.e., row 5 of Table III) .  
However, we find it more convenient to prove the lemma when S is a k-2FA. 

LEMMA 2.3. Let k ~ 2 and S = (k, K,  Z, F, 3, qo , Zo , Yo , F )  be a k-2FA. Then 
there exists a CSA S'  with input alphabet Zk t3 {(,~ } (~ and ~ are new symbols not in ~k 
which serve as end markers of inputs to S')  and S' has the following property: For each 
r in r - -  {r ~})*~, (r162 is in T(S')  if  and only if  (r ZowYo) is in T(S)  for 
some ZowY o in Zo(Z --  {Z0, Y0})*Yo. 

Proof. Let S '  = (1, K ' ,  ~'k U {~, ~}, F ' ,  3' 3b', qo', Zo' b , F ' ) ,  where F '  = 
F U 2: U 27k w {Zo', *} and we assume that 27, ~ k ,  and F are pairwise disjoint and Z o 
and * are new symbols not in F t3 2: U ~'k �9 We describe informally the operation of 
S '  on input gy~ in five phases: 

Phase 1 [Check whether y is well-formed]. This  phase is similar to Phase 1 of 
L e m m a  2.2. 

Phase 2 [Initialization of the stack]. S '  carries out the following steps: 

Step 1. S'  nondeterministically generates to the right of Z o' on the stack 
(with the aid of the input head) a word of the form Cx~ * yZnYZ12 "" yZl t  1 * 
yZ21YZ22Y ""yZ2h * "'" * y Z a y Z z 2 y ' " y Z u y  for some l ~ 2 ,  ti ~ 1, r in 
r - -  {r ,~})*$, and Zi~ is in F for 1 ~< i ~< l, 1 ~<j ~< t , .  

Step 2. S'  checks that Z n - - ~ Z l e - -  - - Z 1  h = Z 0 ,  Z a = Z t 2 - - ~ "  - -  
Zzt~ = Yo, and g a -~ Zi2 . . . .  -~ Zit, = gi  for some Zi in (F  - -  {Zo, Yo}), 1 < i < l. 
I f  successful, S '  goes to the next step; otherwise, S'  halts in a nonfinal state. 

Step 3 [Since y is well-formed, it can be written as r r for 
some m ~ 1. r is called an input block and will be denoted by Ai  �9 An arbitrary 
input block is denoted by A]. S '  checks that hk(A1) = Cx~. I f  successful, S '  goes 
to the next step; otherwise S'  halts in a nonfinal state. 

Step 4. S'  checks that t I = t2 . . . . .  t~ = [ r This is easily done with the 
aid of the input head. I f  successful, S '  goes to the next phase; otherwise, S '  halts 
in a nonfinal state. 

Phase 3. [At the end of Phase 2, the stack will contain a word of the form 

B 1 B2 Bz 

Zo' r * y Z l y Z I  "'" y~-~~ * yZ2 "'" y ~  * " "  * ~ Z ,  

where l ~ 2, Z~ = Zo, Z,  = Yo,  Zi in (F  - -  {Z0, Y0}) for 1 < i < l, and the number  
of Zi's in B i ----yZi "'" yZ i  is equal to ]r I]. S '  checks that the input blocks 
A1,  A 2 ,..., A~ are such that hk(A1) = hk(A2) = "" ---- hk(Am) --- Cx~. I f  successful, 
S '  goes to Phase 4; otherwise, S '  halts in a nonfinal state. 

Phase 4 [Representation of the initial configuration of S]. I t  is the same as Phase 4 
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of Lemma 2.2 except that now the sequence of states that S goes through during 
the computation is recorded in the finite state control of S '  in the form of (q, 1) since 
S can never scan a blank on its stack (note that by our convention, we refer to the 
second tape of a k-2FA as a stack). Thus, the initial state of S recorded in the finite 

control of S'  is (q0,1). 

Phase 5 [Simulation of S]. It  is the same as Phase 5 of Lemma 2.2 except that 
now the states of S as recorded in the finite control of S'  will be of the form (q, 1). 
Thus, Step 4, Case 1 of that phase is not applicable. 

It  is easy to verify that S'  as defined above is a CSA and that S '  has the property 
stated in the lemma. 

COROLLARY 2.2. Let k ~ 2 and S ~- (k, K, Z, F, 3, 3b, q0, Z0, b, F )  be a k-CSA. 
Then there exists a CSA S' with input alphabet ~k(3{r ~}, and S' has the following 
property: For each CxS in r -- {r ,~})*~, r162 is in T(S') if and only if Cx,ff is 
in T(S). 

Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.1. 
We are now ready to prove the main result of the section. 

THEOREM 2.3. Let k ~ 1. A set is accepted by a machine S in row I (1 ~ I ~ 5) 
of the first column of Table I I I  if and only if it is accepted by a machine U' in row I of 
the fourth column. 

Proof. By Theorem 2.2, we need only prove the "only if" part and by Thoerem 1.2 
and Corollary 2.1, we need only take care of the case when k ~ 2. Given a machine 
S = ( k , K , Z , I ' , 8 , 8 o , q o , Z o , b , F )  in row I(1 ~ I ~ 5 )  of the first column of 
Table III ,  there exists a machine S'  in row 1of  the second column whose input alphabet 
is ~ • {~?, ~'} (~? and ~ are new symbols not in s which serve as end markers of 
inputs to S') with the following property: For each r in r  {r ~})*~, ~q~k(r 
is in T(S') if and only if r is in T(S) (by Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 2.2). Then by 
Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 2.1, there exists a machine U in row I of the third column 
such that T(U) = T(S'). The desired machine U' in row I of the fourth column is 
constructed as follows. U' has two storage tapes and operates as follows: Given an 
input r in r -- {r ~})*~, U' first generates (~(~k(r on its first storage tape 
without using its second storage tape. It is easy to verify that U' can do this step 
deterministically and using exactly b r162 I cells in its first storage tape. Then U' 
simulates U on the word r162 it has generated on its first storage tape by using 
its second storage tape to correspond to the single storage tape of U. U' goes to a final 
state if and only if U goes to a final state during the simulation. Clearly, T(U')  = T(S) 
and by Theorem 1.1 the two storage tapes of U' can be reduced to one. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 

Remark. The "only if" part of Theorem 2.3 could have been proven directly for 
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the cases of k-SA, k-DSA, k-NESA, k-NEDSA using arguments similar to the ones 
in [4, 7]. Our method of proof was chosen to present new techniques which seem to be 
applicable to similar types of problems concerning other types of automata. For 
example, the same techniques are used to characterize the computational power of 
auxiliary stack automata in Section 3. 

The next result follows from Theorems 2.1 and 2.3. 

COROLLARY 2.3. 
set L: 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

Let k >/1. Then the following statements are equivalent for any 

L is accepted by a n2k-tape bounded TM. 
L is accepted by k-NESA. 
L is accepted by a 2k-CSA. 
L is the domain of some relation accepted by a 2k-2FA. 

COROLLARY 2.4. Let k ~ 1. A set is accepted by a k-SA (respectively, k-DSA) if  
and only if it is accepted by a DTM of time complexity 2 ~"~ (respectively, 2*n~l~ ") for 
some constant c. 

Proof. Follows from Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 1.2(e). 
Several other corollaries follow from the tape and time hierarchy results in [9, 10] 

and Theorem 1.2(f). We mention a few. 

COROLLARY 2.5. Let k >/ 1. Then the class of sets accepted by (k + 1)-SA's (respec- 
tively, (k + 1)-DSA's, (k + 1)-NEDSA's) properly contains the class of sets accepted 
by k-SA' s (respectively, k-DSA's, k-NEDSA's). 

COROLLARY 2.6. Let k >~ 1. Then the class of sets accepted by (2k + 1)-NESA's 
(respectively, (2k + 1)-CSA's) properly contains the class of sets accepted by k-NESA's 
(respectively, k-CSA's). 

COROLLARY 2.7. Let k >/1. Then the class of sets accepted by (k + 1)-SA's (respec- 
tively, (k + 1)-NESA's) properly contains the class of sets accepted by 2k-DSA's 
(respectively, 2k-NEDSA's). 

We conclude this section with the following open problem: Is there a class of tape 
bounded (or time bounded) Turing machines which will characterize the class of 
k-CDSA's ? 

3. AUXILIARY STACK AUTOMATA 

In this section, we shall use the techniques of Section 2 to characterize some tape 
and time complexity classes of Turing machines in terms of the different classes of 
auxiliary stack automata that we have introduced. 
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We begin with the following lemma. 

LEMMA 3.1. Let c be a nonnegative integer and U be a 2cL~ bounded aux D P D A  
(respectively, 2cL(")-tape bounded D T M )  with input alphabet X. Then there exists a 
n-tape bounded aux D P D A  (respectively, n-tape bounded D T M )  U' with input alphabet 
X ~3 {~, 8} (r and ~ are new symbols not in X which serve as end markers of inputs to U') 
such that T(U') = {r162176 ] m ~ 1, r in r -- {r ~})*$~, U with input r162 has 
a sequence of moves leading to the acceptance ofr and in which U uses at most I r I "2cm 
cells in its storage tape}. Thus, for each word r accepted by U, there are infinitely many 
m for which ((r176 is accepted by U'. 

Proof. The  proof is similar to the proof of Lemma  2.1. By Theorem 1.1, it suffices 
to construct U' with three storage tapes. We describe briefly the operation of U' 
when given an input ~ in (Z'*~. 

Step 1. U', operating deterministically and using only its first storage tape, 
checks that the input is of the form ((r for some Cx~ in r - -  {r ~})*~ and 
j ~ 1. U'  can carry out this step using no more than I r162 I cells in the first 
storage tape. I f  successful, U'  goes to the next step; otherwise, U'  halts in a nonfinal 

state. 

Step 
m>/1 .  

2. U'  now uses its second storage tape to check that j = 2 ~m for some 
This  step is easily done deterministically using no more than I ((r I 

cells in the second storage tape. (Essentially, U'  uses 2 ~ symbols in a space of m cells, 
starting with m = 1, to count the number  of r blocks in the input). I f  successful, 
U'  goes to the next step; otherwise, U' halts in a nonfinal state. 

Step 3. U' "measures"  ] ((r176 r cells on its third storage tape using some left 
and right end markers, say ~ and/3, respectively. (Thus at the end of the process, 
the third storage tape will contain ~bb "" bbfl, where the number  of blanks b between 

and fl is I(r U'  then simulates the actions of U on the first r block of the 
input, using the cells bounded by the markers c~ and fl to correspond to the storage 
cells of U. If, during the simulation, U enters a final state, then U'  halts in a final state. 
If, during the process of simulation, the storage head of U'  encounters the right end 
marker fl, then U' halts in a nonfinal state. (Note that since the storage head of U 
cannot move left of its initial position, the storage head of U'  can never encounter 

during the simulation of U). 
I t  is clear that U',  operating as described, accepts the desired set and that U'  has 

the desired tape bound. 

THEOREM 3.1. Let c be a nonnegative integer and U be a 2cL(~)-tape bounded aux 
D P D A  (respectively, 2cL~")-tape bounded D T M ) .  Then there exists a L(n)-tape bounded 
aux DSA (respectively, L(n)-tape bounded aux NEDSA)  S' such that T(S')  = T(U). 
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Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.2. By Theorem 1.1, it suffices 
to construct S '  with two storage tapes. Given a 2cL(n)-tape bounded aux D P D A  
(respectively, 2~L(n)-tape bounded D T M )  Uwith input alphabet 27, let U'  be as defined 
in Lemma 3.1. Since U' is n-tape bounded, there exists a DSA (respectively, NEDSA) 
S such that T(S) ~ T(U') by Theorem 1.2. Thus, T(S) = (r162 >~ 1, 
Cx~ in r (r $})*S, U with input r has a sequence of moves leading to the 
acceptance of Cx~ and in which U uses at most [ Cx~ 1 " 2 'm cells in its storage tape}. 
We may assume without loss of generality that S halts for all inputs (i.e., every sequence 
of moves leads to a halting configuration) [1 1]. We shall construct the desired S '  from 
S. We describe informally the operation of S '  when given an input Cx8 in 
r - -  {r ~})*~. The input head of S '  and its stack head will simulate the actions of 
the input head and the stack head of S when S is operating on an input of the form 
~?(r for some m ~ 1. Let  the value of m be fixed for the present. Thus, S' has 
to simulate the actions of S on input r162 In order for S '  to completely simulate 
S, it must be able to tell at any point in time which of the 2 ~m blocks of Cx~ the input 
head of S is on. However, it is clear that for a fixed value of m, 2 ~ symbols in a space 
of m ceils in the first storage tape can indicate a count of from 1 to 2 cm. Thus, by 
using the first storage tape as a counter, S '  is able to tell at any point in time the block 
on which the input head of S is on. Hence, for a fixed m, simulation of the actions 
of S when S is operating on input r162 can be done by S '  using no more than 
m cells in its first storage tape. We now describe the overall operation of S'. The second 
storage tape of S '  is used to hold the value of m is unary notation. S '  starts out with 
a value of m equal to 1 and simulates S as described above. Thus, initially, S '  will 
simulate the actions of S when S is operating on input ~(r If, during the simula- 
tion, S enters a final state, then S '  also enters a final state. When S halts (by assumption, 
S halts for all inputs), S '  examines the state of S. I f  it is a final state, S '  halts in a final 
state. I f  the state is nonfinal, S '  increments the value of m in the second storage tape 
by 1 and S' does the whole process of simulating the actions of S on ((r162 but 
this time, for the new value of m. (Of course, the old stack contents of S '  generated 
in the simulation of S for the old value of m, which is now "garbage", is not erased 
and the new "developing" stack contents will be on top of the old one. Moreover, 
the starting position of the m cells in the first storage tape used to indicate a count of 
from 1 to 2 *~ is always the same for any m.) It  is clear that S '  operating as described 
accepts exactly the set accepted by U. Since for a given m, S '  uses no more than m cells 
in any of its two storage tapes to simulate the actions of S when S is operating on input 
~(r it follows that if Cx~ is accepted by U, S '  would accept Cx~ by a sequence 
of moves using no more than L(I r cells in any of its two storage tapes. Thus,  
S '  in L(n)-tape bounded. 

COROLLARY 3.1. Let c be a nonnegative integer and U be a 2J'(n)-tape bounded D T M .  
Then there exists a L(n)-tape bounded aux CSA S' such that T(S') = T(U). 
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Proof. Given U with input alphabet X, let U' be as defined in Lemma 3.1. Since 
U' is n-tape bounded, there exists a 2FA S = (1, K, X u {(, r P, 8, Zo, Y0,F> 
such that Domain(T(S)) --  T(U') by Theorem 1.2(d). Moreover, we may assume 
without loss of generality that S halts for all pairs of words in (X*~ • Z0(F-- 
{Z0, Y0})*Y0. (This follows from the constructions in [6] and the fact that a n-tape 
bounded T M  can be made halting.) The  desired L(n)-tape bounded aux CSA S' will 
be constructed from S. Again, it suffices to construct S '  with two storage tapes. 
The  technique for constructing S'  is similar to the construction of S'  in Theorem 3.1. 
Let  Z o' be the initial stack symbol of S' where Z o' is not in P. S'  first generates a word 
of the form ZowxYoZow2Y o "" Zow~YoA to the right of Z o' in the stack, where l >~ 1, 
wi in (F --  {Zo, Y0})*, and A is a new symbol not i n / ' .  Then  S'  moves its stack head 
back to Z0'. The  simulation of S is then carried out as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 
except that now the simulation for any value of m must start with the stack head of S'  
on the leftmost symbol of ZowmY o . S' is also designed to halt in a nonfinal state should 
its stack head encounter A. 

We shall prove the converse of Theorem 3.1 but, first, we introduce the following 
notation: 

Notation. Let Z' be a finite nonempty set which includes the symbols r and ~ and W 
be a finite nonempty set disjoint from X. For each a in (X u W), let (0, a) and (1, a) 
be abstract symbols. Let  2) = {(i, a) [ a in X, i = O, 1} and ITV = {(i, a) [ a in W, 
i = 0, 1}. Any element of the form (i, a) in 2J u l~ will be denoted by d. Let  h be 
a homomorphism of (~P k9 Is into (X kJ W)* defined by h((i, a)) = a for each (i, a) 
in ( 2  u I~V). Le tg  be a homomorphism of ( 2  U l~)* into the natural numbers defined 
by g(A) = O, g((i, a)) = i for each (i, a) in ( 2  k3 I~), and g(xy) = g(x) + g(y) for 
x, y i n ( Z P u  Is Le t r 162  -- {r ~})*X, ] Cx~ ] = n, w b e i n  W ' W , ]  w l = N. 
Let i and j be positive integers such that 1 <~ i ~ N, 1 <~ j <~ n. Rn(r , j ,  w, i) will 
denote the word c~ in (~' k3 1~)* with the following properties: 

(1) a = ~16~ "" 6,2x "- 2 N for some 81 ,..., On in s and 21 ,..., 2 n in If/. 

(2) h(~) = r 

(3) g (~ l - -  ~ )  = l, g(2~.. .  2 , )  = 1. 

(4) g(6j) ---- 1, g(Z,) -- 1. 

Clearly, there are m = n �9 N "  ] W I u distinct words of (~P k9 17g)* of length n + N 
in the set {Rz~(r j , w , i ) [ w  in W ' W ,  ]w] = N ,  1 ~ j ~ n ,  1 < ~ i ~ N ) .  Let  
aa, ~2 ..... am be the words in the set, ordered lexicographically. We denote by 
d~n(r ) the word a~a2 "'" am. Note that ] ~bN(r = n"  N "] W ]u. (n + N)  where 
n = l r  

The  significance of the above notation is the following: Given an aux SA (respec- 
tively, aux NESA) S with input alphabet X and storage alphabet W and an input word 
CxS in r -- {r ~})*~,we can represent the input tape configuration (that is, the word 
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Cx~ and the input head position on Cx~) and the storage tape configuration (that is, the 
contents of the storage tape and the storage head position on the storage tape) for a 
storage space of N cells by a word in (2)vo ~ )*  as follows: If Cx~ = al...o,~(n >~ 2) with 
the input head on o~. and the storage contents in N cells is Z1Z 2 .." Z N with the storage 
head on Z i , then we represent this input tape-storage tape configuration by the word 
(0, o'1) -" (0, o'j_l)(1, o-j)(0, o-j+1) ... (0, o'n)(0, Z1) "" (0, Zi_I)(1, Zi)(O, Zi+I) "'" (0, ZN) = 
RN(r j, Z1 "' ZN, i). Thus, any input tape-storage tape configuration that S can 
enter in the course of processing r using only a storage space of N cells is represented 
in the word c~N(r ) in (~' u l~)*. 

The following lemma is analogous to Lemma 2.2. 

LEMMA 3.2. Let S be a L(n)-tape bounded aux SA (respectively, L(n)-tape bounded 
aux NESA) with input alphabet X and storage alphabet Wwith X r3 W = ~.  (Note that 
one of the symbols of W is a blank.) Then there exists a SA (respectively, NESA) S' with 
input alphabet (LP t9 17V) u {r ~} (r and ~ are new symbols not in LP u l~ which serve as 
end markers of inputs to S') and S' has the following property: For each r in 
r -- {r S})*~, (~N(r is in T(S') if and only if S has a sequence of moves leading 
to the acceptance of r using no more than N cells in its storage tape. Thus, 
(q~N(r is in T(S') for some N ~<L(I Cx~ l) i f  and only if CxS is in T(S). 

Proof. The argument is similar to that of Lemma 2.2, but simpler. We describe 
the operation of S' on an input Cy~ in ((~' t3 IY)8, omitting the details. 

Phase 1 [Check the input for proper format]. S' cheeks that for some m >~ 1, 
N >~ 1) Cx$ in r {r ~},*$, Yl ,.--, Y,, in s ~'1 ' " "  "~m in IYV* the following are true: 

(1) y = ylzxy2z2"'" y,nZ,n ; (2) for 1 <~ i <~ m, h(y~) = r I h(z,)l = N, 
g(y3 = 1, and g(z3 = 1; (3) if Cx,~ = alo2""(r,~, then for some 1 ~< i ~ m, 
y,z, = (1, al)(0, a2) "'" (0, an)(1, b)(0, b) "'" (0, b), where b stands for the blank symbol, 
and YiZi represents the initial input tape-storage tape configuration of S. 

It is easily verified that S' can do the above task deterministically by possibly writing 
some word w in the stack but without erasing. 

In what follows, ylzx .... , ymzm will be called input blocks. 

Phase 2 [Representation of the initial configuration of S]. S' writes yZ  o to the 
right of whatever it has written previously in the stack and positions its stack head on 
the top of the stack. (Z 0 is the initial stack symbol of S.) Thus, after this process, the 
stack will contain wyZobb .... S' then positions its input head on the first symbol of 
the first input block (counting from the left) which represents the initial input tape- 
storage tape configuration of S. 

Phase 3 [Simulation of S]. It will be seen that the stack content at any time will 
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be of the form wyZ1ArlyZ2A T2 "" Ark-lyZkbb..., where A is a new symbol and Z 1 ---- 
Z 0 , Z2 ,..., Zk are symbols in the stack alphabet of S. We now describe the simulation 
process. We may assume that the input head of S'  is on the first symbol of some input 
block which represents the current input tape-storage tape configuration of S and that 
the stack head of S '  is either on the top of the stack or on some Zi(1 <~ i <. k). (This 
represents the current stack configuration of S.) The following steps are taken: 

Step 1. S' determines the input symbol and storage tape symbol currently 
scanned by the input and storage heads of S, respectively. 

Step 2. S' determines the move of S. We consider the following cases: 

Case 1. S does not move on the stack. In this case, S '  proceeds to Step 3. 

Case 2. S moves left (right) on the stack. In this ease, S'  moves left (right) to 
Zi-1 (Zi+a) and proceeds to Step 3. 

Case 3. S erases on the stack. (This implies that S '  is on the top of the stack). 
In this case, S '  erases Ark-lyZk and proceeds to Step 3. 

Case 4. S writes a stack symbol Zk+ 1 in the stack. (Again, this implies that S '  
is on the top of the stack.) In this case, S'  must write yZ~+ 1 to the right of 
wyZIATlyZ2A r2 .." Ark-~yZk. So as not to lose the input head position in the writing 
process, S '  must first write A rk in the stack indicating that the input head is on the 
rk-th input block. Then S'  writes yZ~+ 1 on the stack with the aid of the input head, 
after which the input head is restored to its original position using A ~k. 

Step 3. S' moves the input head to the first input block which represents the next 
input tape-storage tape configuration of S. This is easily done using a copy of y 
preceding each Zi in the stack. S'  then executes Phase 3 again, accepting the input if 
and only if in the process of simulation, S enters a final state. 

We now use Lemma 3.2 to prove the following result: 

THEOREM 3.2. Let L(n) ~ log 2 n. Let S be aL(n)-tape bounded aux SA (respectively, 
L(n)-tape bounded aux NESA)wi th  input alphabet Z and storage alphabet 
W(X n W = ~).  Then there exists a 2cL(n)-tape bounded aux DPDA (respectively, 
2cL(n)-tape bounded TM) U' such that T(U') ~ T(S) for some integer c. 

Proof. By Theorem 1.1, it suffices to construct U' with three storage tapes. Given 
a L(n)-tape bounded aux SA (respectively, L(n)-tape bounded aux NESA) S, let S '  
be a SA (respectively, NESA) as defined in Lemma 3.2. Then by Theorem 1.2 there 
exists a n2-tape bounded aux DPDA (respectively, n2-tape bounded TM) U such that 
T(U) = T(S'). We may assume without loss of generality that every sequence of 
moves of U on any input leads to a halting configuration [4]. We describe the operation 
of U' on input CxS in r -- {r ~})*~ informally. Let N = 1. The first storage tape 
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of U' is used to hold the value of N in unary notation. U'  first generates the word 
(6N(r on its second storage tape. The  reader can easily convince himself that U' 
can carry out this process using only the second storage tape and the value of N and 
using exactly I r176162 I cells in the second storage tape. U' then simulates the actions 
of U on the word r162 using its third storage tape to correspond to the storage 
tape of U. If, during the simulation, U enters a final state, then U'  also enters a final 
state. When U halts (by assumption, U halts on any input and any sequence of moves), 
U'  examines the state of U. I f  the state is a final state, U' halts in a final state. I f  the 
state is nonfinal, U'  increments the value of N in the first storage tape by 1 and replaces 
the word in the second storage tape by the new word r162 (Of course, the first 
symbol of this word must be on the same cell occupied by the first symbol of the old 
word.) Then  U'  again simulates the actions of U on the new word. (It  is assumed that 
the first cell used in the third storage tape in this simulation is the same as the first cell 
used in the previous simulation.) 

Now, r is in T(S) if and only if CdpN(r is in T(U) for some N ~ L ( [  Cx$ )L. 
I t  follows that T(U') = T(S). I f  r163 is in T(S), then since U is n~-tape bounded, U'  has 
a sequence of moves leading to the acceptance of CxS using exactly N cells in its first 
storage tape, Ir162 cells in its second storage tape, and no more than 
] ~q~N(r L ~ cells in its third storage tape for some N~< L([ r162 t). Since [ q~N(r = 
n �9 N "  ] W I N �9 (n + N),  where n = E r163 it follows that the bound on the third 
storage tape of U'  is (n-  N -  [ W IN. (n + N)  + 2) 2. Since N <~ L(n) andL(n) />  log S n, 
the bound is less then 2 ~Llnl for some integer c. Thus,  U' is 2~L~n)-tape bounded. 

We are now ready to state the two main results of this section. 

THEOREM 3.3. 
any set L: 

(1) 
(2) 

Let L(n) ~ log S n. Then the following statements are equivalent for 

(3) 

(4) 

Proof. 

L is accepted by a L(n)-tape bounded aux DSA. 

L is accepted by a L(n)-tape bounded aux SA. 

L is accepted by a 2eL(n)-tape bounded aux DPDAfor  some constant c. 

L is accepted by a 22"LC"~-time bounded D T M  for some constant c. 

This follows from Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 1.2(e). 

THEOREM 3.4. 
any set L: 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

Let L(n) ~ log 2 n. Then the following statements are equivalent for 

L is accepted by a L(n)-tape bounded aux NEDSA.  

L is accepted by a L(n)-tape bounded aux CSA. 

L is accepted by a L(n)-tape bounded aux NESA. 

L is accepted by a 2cLIn)-tape bounded D T M  for some constant c. 
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Proof. Follows from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, Corollary 3.1 and the fact that a set 
accepted by a 2cL('*)-tape bounded T M  is accepted by a (2cL('*))Z-tape bounded D T M  
(Theorem 1.2(f)). 

From Theorems 2.3, 3.3, and 3.4, we get the following corollaries: 

COROLLARY 3.2. The following statements are equivalent for any set L: 

(1) L is accepted by a k -SA for some k ~ 1. 

(2) L is accepted by a log n-tape bounded aux DSA. 

(3) L is accepted by a nO-tape bounded aux D P D A  for some constant c. 

(4) L is accepted by a 2nLtime bounded D T M  for some constant c. 

COROLLARY 3.3 The following statements are equivalent for any set L: 

(1) L is accepted by a k - N E S A  for some k ~ 1. 

(2) L is accepted by a log n-tape bounded aux NEDSA. 

(3) L is accepted by a nO-tape bounded D T M  for some constant c. 

We may define a writing stack automaton (respectively, writing nonerasing stack 
automaton) as a SA (respectively, NESA) which is capable of rewriting a symbol 
scanned under its input head by another symbol. We omit the formal definition. 
I t  is clear that this device is equivalent to a n-tape bounded aux SA (respectively, 
n-tape bounded aux NESA). Thus, we get the following corollary which was first 
proved in [12] by direct arguments. 

COROLLARY 3.4. A set is accepted by a writing stack automaton (respectively, writing 
nonerasing stack automaton) i f  and only if  it is accepted by a 22c"-time bounded D T M  
(respectively, 2c'-tape bounded DTM)fo r  some constant c. Moreover, the deterministic and 
nondeterministic versions of the device have the same computational power. 

We now relate the computational power of aux CDSA's to DTM's .  

THEOREM 3.5. Let L(n) ~ log 2 n. Then a set is accepted by a L(n)-tape bounded 
aux CDSA i f  and only i f  it is accepted by a L(n)-tape bounded DTM. 

Proof. 7 It  suffices to show the "only if" part. Suppose S is a L(n)-tape bounded 
aux CDSA. Let U be a D T M  with four storage tapes. The first storage tape of U will 
correspond to the storage tape of S. U simulates S without recording the stack but 
recording the position i of the stack head of S in its second storage tape in binary 
notation until S leaves the top of the stack. Since U has not recorded the stack, it must 
resimulate S everytime S moves its stack. To find the symbol written on cell i of the 

7 This proof is due to Professor Stephen Cook. 

57I/5/2-3 
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stack, U simulates S from scratch until S has written on cell i. The  two remaining 

storage tapes of U are used for this purpose. I t  remains to show that U is cL(n)-tape 
bounded for some constant e. We need only check that the second storage tape satisfies 

this bound. I f  S has s states, p stack symbols, and w storage tape symbols, then S 

would accept an input  of length n if and only if it accepts it in a sequence of moves 

in which the stack never grows beyond s �9 p �9 n �9 w r ~  �9 L(n) cells. I t  follows that  

at most cL(n) tape cells are used in the second storage tape of U. By standard 
techniques, c can be reduced to unity. 

COROLLARY 3.5. The following statements are equivalent for any set L: 

(1) L is accepted by a two-way multihead determinisitc finite-state machine. 

(2) L is accepted by a k - C D S A  for some k ~ 1. 

(3) L is accepted by a log n-tape bounded aux CDSA.  

(4) L is accepted by a log n-tape bounded D T M .  

Proof. (1) certainly implies (2). I t  is also clear that any k - C D S A  can be simulated 

by a log n-tape bounded aux CDSA.  That  (3) implies (4) follows from Theorem 3.5. 

The  equivalence of (1) and (4) is a well-known unpublished result of Alan Cobham 
and others. 
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